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• We Are Not Financial Advisors or a Broker/Dealer: Neither ReadySetCrypto® nor any

of its oﬃcers, employees, representatives, agents, or independent contractors are, in
such capacities, licensed financial advisors, registered investment advisers, or
registered broker-dealers. ReadySetCrypto ® does not provide investment or financial
advice or make investment recommendations, nor is it in the business of transacting
trades, nor does it direct client commodity accounts or give commodity trading advice
tailored to any particular client’s situation. Nothing contained in this communication
constitutes a solicitation, recommendation, promotion, endorsement, or oﬀer by
ReadySetCrypto ® of any particular security, transaction, or investment.
• Securities Used as Examples: The security used in this example is used for illustrative
purposes only. ReadySetCrypto ® is not recommending that you buy or sell this
security. Past performance shown in examples may not be indicative of future
performance.
• All information provided are for educational purposes only and does not imply,
express, or guarantee future returns. Past performance shown in examples may not be
indicative of future performance.
• Investing Risk: Trading securities can involve high risk and the loss of any funds
invested. Investment information provided may not be appropriate for all investors and
is provided without respect to individual investor financial sophistication, financial
situation, investing time horizon, or risk tolerance.
•Cryptocurrency Trading Risk: crypto trading is generally more complex than stock
trading and may not be suitable for some investors. Margin strategies can result in the
loss of more than the original amount invested.
•No part of these materials presentation may be copied, recorded, or rebroadcast in
any form without the prior written consent of ReadySetCrypto ®.
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Introduction to Trading Call Options
In the last two modules we talked about the characteristics of Options and how the
price of the Options moves with the price of the underlying spot price, the erosion of
Time Value, as well as with changes in Implied Volatility.
In this module, we’re going to focus on Call Options. More people are probably familiar
with Call Options due to our generally Bullish nature....Call Options are typically the
next logical extension to trading spot crypto like Bitcoin, since they can be traded like
“Spot on Steroids” with the massive leverage that they have....each Option contract
contains the same amount of price leverage as one entire coin.
So it’s no wonder that this fascination with huge returns draws many traders in to
investigate Options...however, as we’ll soon see, that’s not the professional approach
to using them. (Shhhhh! Let the other guys keep buying Options oﬀ of us......)
Just a side note, as we continue to dive further and further into the analytical side of
your education, I’ll rely less and less on the accessible analogies and more on the
actual terminology. We must learn the language. Onward.
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What Can We Do with Call Options?
A Call Option is an Option to Buy.
In this module we’ll show how we can use Call Options to:
Exercise the Option
This is the classic example of how most people think about Options...that you buy
them now and exercise them later. We’ll show why this is not how most professionals
use Options.
Buy to Open and Sell Later
What if we didn’t actually carry the Call Option all the way to expiration, or if we didn’t
bother to Exercise that Option? The Option will still fluctuate in value depending on
what happens to the underlying price, as well as other elements of the Options chain.
We’ll see how this can be an explosive method of trading.
Sell to Open and Buy Later
Well this is a new twist....did you know that you can actually “Sell to Open” a Call
Option? Instead of purchasing a “Right to Exercise” as you would had you simply
bought a Call Option, now you’re turning the equation upside down by carrying an
obligation...by selling a Call Option, someone can exercise YOU and you are obliged to
sell them the Spot currency at the agreed-to price. This sounds somewhat bizarre, but
we’ll see how we can turn this “obligation” into a powerful income-earning strategy.
Let’s get things started by seeing how we can purchase a Call Option with intent to
exercise!
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Buying a Call Option to Exercise
If you Buy to Open a Call Option position, you have bought the Right to exercise 1 BTC
at the strike price that you bought your Option at. (Or if you’re trading stock, one
contract equals a right to exercise 100 shares of stock)
OK, for many of you I know that this sentence was written in a language that you don’t
understand, so let’s demystify that with an example.
Spor Exercise Example
Let’s say that you would like to own Bitcoin, but you just don’t have the capital to buy it
yet. It’s an expensive coin, and you won’t have the capital until a big bonus comes in
next year. Through whatever analysis that you’ve done, you’re convinced that the price
will rise over time and that it’s the right investment for you.
You just don’t have the capital yet but you don’t want to let it get away without
you.
This is not unlike the “old” way of Christmas shopping where you’d put a gift on
“layaway” until you had saved up the money to fully purchase it. A small nonrefundable premium was required to hold it on layaway.
The next question for our example is: “When will you have the money?” Let’s say that
you expect to have the funds in place by the end of the year. If you purchase a Call
Option, you will own the Right to Exercise that spot currency at the strike price that you
purchased. Let’s see what this looks like on the Option chain for BTC:
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Figure 1

Let’s say that you’d like to lock in your ability to buy one BTC for $10,000 until
December 2019; that Right to exercise 1 BTC will cost you about $2400, which is the
midpoint between bid and ask on the chain above. (This snapshot was taken on
August 1st so this shows that the option has about 5 months of “time” left)
At the time that this snapshot was taken, the spot Bitcoin price was almost exactly
$10,000; this means that the option price is all “Time Value” and essentially no Intrinsic
Value. That means that there is about $2400 of Time Value being charged for the Right
to buy BTC for the $10,000 price no later than the December 27 expiration date.
Are you SURE that you really want in at $10,000 on BTC? To buy 1 BTC at $10,000,
you’ll need $10,000 of capital...and if you wait until December 27 to exercise your Call
Option, all of that Time Value will have eroded ($2400) and will cut into any gains that
you may have made should the spot price be higher at that time.
In fact, the price will have to rise to ($10,000 + $2400) = $12,400 by December 27th
just for you to BREAK EVEN on this transaction if you wait until then to exercise your
Call option!
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So you will definitely have the RIGHT to buy BTC for $10,000 in December (or before
then), but you will pay a hefty premium for that right. One of the reasons for this is
because of Bitcoin’s Implied Volatility is very high, one of the main drivers to the price
of Options as we discussed in the last module.
So if you really are into owning Bitcoin and you don’t have the capital to buy a full BTC
at this very moment, then buying a Call Option will definitely give you that Right, but as
we can see through this example, there are no assurances that this will be a moneymaker over time.
And what happens if the price goes down between now and December 27? What if the
price is $7000 for Bitcoin? You would be unwise to exercise your $10,000 Call option at
that point; it would be worthless to you and your $2400 premium is gone. Why go
ahead with the assignment to own the spot currency at $10,000 when you can buy it
for $7000 at that point?
Using a Call option for a future exercise is not a sure-fire strategy; you still have price
risk. You’re just putting that asset on “layaway” and you hope that its value improves
over time.
So what would happen if we bought a Call Option but didn’t intend to exercise it? Let’s
see how this would work.....
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Buying a Call Option as a Spot Substitute
Recall the previous example (in the “What Are Options? module) where we bought a
house with a small down payment, and “flipped” it a while later to double our original
investment. Because the original mortgage was a 30-year note, did we have to hold on
to that house for the entire 30 years before we sold it? Of course not. This is how so
many real-estate fortunes have been made....by using leverage to secure a home for
next-to-nothing and then sell it as fast as possible for a huge gain on your capital.
Guess what? We can do the same thing with Options! Before you get too excited,
however, I’ll show you how this works....and then I’ll show you why it’s not a good idea
for you to do these trades just yet.
Leverage
We have leverage with Options, and lots of it. As we discussed in the Options Pricing
module, each contract of a Call Option contains the same “punch” as 1 full BTC, for a
lot less cash. (please check with your broker on their assignment of leverage; not all
brokers are the same. We will use the 1 BTC leverage of LedgerX for this module)
Let’s use our Bitcoin example again. If you owned 1 BTC with a cost basis of $10000,
paying $2400 for that Call Option…and the price of Bitcoin went up by $2500, what
would your gain & return on that Call Option be? Let’s refer to the Options chain again
in Figure 2:
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Figure 2

Notice how the $7500 strike price Option has a mid-point price of $3585; most of that
Option’s value is INTRINSIC value. What would happen if the price of Bitcoin went up
to $12,500 is that you would then see the $10,000 strike option trading for about $3585
midpoint, while the $12,500 strike price (if it existed) would be trading for about $2400.
This is all an approximation because other factors like Time Value Decay and Implied
Volatility all have eﬀects, but these approximations are a good way to “forward-project”
what the price might be.
In this case, for an Option that we bought for $2400, its’ value would rise to $2585, for
about an $1185 gain, or a return of 49.3% on capital.
Compare that with a return of 25% for the gain on the spot currency. ($10,000 to
$12,500)
Again, this is a very rough approximation of potential gains on a Call Option that is
bought and then later sold, used as a leveraged substitute for buying the spot
currency.
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Is there a more precise way of determining the potential forward return of a long Call
Option? Yes, and to answer that question, we need to learn one more definition related
to Options: Delta.
Option Delta
Delta is the amount an Option’s value will change with a one point move in the
underlying price of the asset.
What does that mean? If an Option has a Delta of +.50, then if the price of the spot
currency rises $1, then the Option will rise by $.50. Notice in our Option chain in Figure
3, that each Call Option has an associated Delta. The further In the Money that the
Call Option is, the higher the Delta will be, with the highest Delta possible being 1.0. In
addition, the further Out of the Money that the Call Option is, the lower the Delta will
be, with the lowest Delta possible being 0.0.
Figure 3
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What does this mean and how does this help us?
Using this new definition, let’s buy one contract of BTC Call Options at the $10000
strike price. Bitcoin is currently right around the $10,000 mark as I write this, so if BTC
moves from $10,000 to $10,001 (1 point higher) then the $10,000 call option will move
$.56 higher in value, from a midpoint of about $1098 to a new value of $1098.56.
It doesn’t seem like much, but since Bitcoin can run hundreds (or thousands) of points
a day per move, it adds up quickly.
But then notice that this eﬀect is not “linear.” If you buy a Call Option with a $18000
strike price, the option value will only increment 3 cents if Bitcoin moves one point
higher.
And you can only extrapolate Delta so far; if we take the delta of the next point move at
the $10k strike as being +.56, then we can perhaps assume that we would see a $560
move in the price of the option if the price of the spot currency went up to $11,000.
However, the diﬀerence in the midpoint prices of the $10k and $11k options is about
$379, showing that Delta moves in a non-linear manner as the price moves away from
“the money.”
What can you learn from this? If you want to buy an option that mirrors the price
movements of 1 BTC, then a higher-delta Option will do that, however it comes at a
much higher price. You’d want an Option that is nearly 100% intrinsic value, which is
what an Option with a Delta of 1.0 features.
Notice a peculiar feature in the Options chain in Figure 3, however; those Options with
a much higher Delta are not particularly liquid….at all! In fact the 9k Call Option with a
Delta of .71 has no oﬀers on it…a sign of little trading activity. You don’t want to enter
an Option that becomes a “roach motel.” Traders check in, but they can’t check out!
It’s possible to enter a trade that you cannot exit from, no matter how many things you
did right about the forecast.
The Knife Cuts Both Ways
We just showed what happens when you bought (or “went long”) a Call Option with a
rising underlying spot currency…..in this case, a rising Bitcoin cooperated with our
trade and went higher. What would happen if the price dropped one point instead?
It’s quite simple, in that the Delta value implies the change in the Option’s value for the
next point move and it doesn’t care whether the price is moving up or down. So let’s
say that you bought the $10000 Call Option from Figure 3 for a midpoint price of
$1098…what happens if the price drops to BTC $9000? We can take a quick
estimation by looking at the diﬀerence in the Option price from the $11k strike price to
the $10k strike price, which gives us an estimate that the $10k Call would now only be
worth about a mid-point level of $719. This will, of course, vary with other factors such
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as the amount of time left in the cycle, as well as the value of the Implied Volatility for
that Option.
I hope you’re getting the point here that the leverage in an Option can work both
ways...for you AND against you.
Time Value Risk
Recall that when we defined what an Option was, we stated that Options have
Intrinsic Value as well as Time Value. With the current value of Bitcoin spot being
about $10,000, what are the Intrinsic and Time Value components of the $10k calls
listed above in Figure 3?
Since the current spot price is about $10,000, that means that ALL of the Option’s
value is Time Value!
Question: what happens to the value of this Option if the price of BTC stays exactly
the same between when this Option Chain was printed, and Expiration Day for those
Options? (about 29 days in this case)
The first thing that happens is that ALL of the Time Value will erode completely away
with just a few minutes left on that Expiration day, especially if the Options are either
far in the money, or at the money like this Option is.
The only value that an Option might have left with minutes until the bell rings on
expiration day…is any INTRINSIC value, which must be either sold or exercised before
that Option expires.
Any Option that is allowed to expire will have zero value left, regardless of whether it’s
in the money and contains intrinsic value, or not.
This shows that we are holding a wasting asset, trying to trade a Call Option as a
substitute for the underlying spot currency.
Summary on Buying Call Options
Instead of buying a Call Option with intent to exercise the Option to receive spot
currency, we can just buy and sell an Option contract on its own and realize the
gains or losses in the position.
Buying a Call Option represents the price movement of 1 unit of the underlying spot
currency, so a huge amount of leverage can be present, which can either give you
massive upside gains or bad losses.
Depending on what strike price Call Option that you buy, it will have diﬀerent
amounts of Intrinsic Value and Time Value. In the money Options will generally have
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more Intrinsic Value than Time Value, and out of the money Options will have NO
Intrinsic Value and all Time Value.
The ratio of how the value of the Call Option moves in relation to the underlying
asset is called the Delta of the Option, one of the Options “Greeks.“
The Time Value component of the Call Option erodes in an exponential fashion as
Expiration Day approaches. An Option’s “Time Value” component will become
equal to zero as expiration day comes to a close. This “time risk” is very important
because it can aﬀect your ability to make a profit on a position just as much as your
directional forecast of the price movement. You can be correct on your price
forecast, but still wrong on the amount of time that it will take to get there.
Even Options that have Intrinsic Value will become worthless if you hold them past
Expiration day.
We’ve just discussed the basics as it relates to buying Call Options, or as we say
“going long the Call.” We can see how it can function as a substitute for the spot
currency, but with a lot of moving parts to it.....and we haven’t even covered them all!
This is a somewhat dangerous point in your development as an Options trader,
because this is where most traders start to trade Options....and ultimately stop. Using
“long” Call Options like this is relatively simple to understand and place a trade, yet it’s
one of the most diﬃcult trades to “win” and should only be used by professionals. (And
few professionals trade in this manner) This is why most investors who don’t
understand Options consider them “risky”....because they are in the hands of the
undereducated trader.
Now we’ll show you something very, very diﬀerent from what you’re used to, if your
background is Stocks or Futures. We’re going to Sell a Call Option to open a position.
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Selling a Call Option to Open
When I first learned about “Shorting Stock,” I was beyond confused. “You borrow
shares and sell them to open, then you buy to cover.” I didn’t get it. I had to ask the guy
to explain it several times before I was able to wrap my skull around the idea.
Fortunately, selling Call Options is a somewhat less convoluted process. Instead of the
usual “Buy to Open” action that you’ll take with the Call Option, you will instead “Sell to
Open” the position.
What happens when you Sell a Call Option to open a position, and why would you
want to do that?
When you “Sell to Open” a Call Option, your broker puts the cash proceeds of the
sale right into your account!
I realize that this is “backwards” from how you’re used to thinking about using the
Markets....we’re used to the mantra of “buy low and sell high” and you’re used to
paying out cash to buy your assets....or perhaps you’re already used to buying Options
as a proxy for the spot currency. Being paid to open a new position is probably a new
concept to you.
This concept of being paid to open a position is key to everything that we do from
here in this program!
Just like we did with buying Call Options, let’s see what we’re getting ourselves into
when we sell a Call.
The Seller’s Obligation
Recall that when we defined an Option, we said that Option Buyers had a “right” and
that Option Sellers had an “obligation.” What exactly is this obligation?
If you sell a Call Option, you have an obligation to sell the underlying asset per
contract sold, at the strike price that you sold it at, upon “assignment.”
Let’s say that we sell a Call Option on BTC…
If you do NOT own at least 1 Bitcoin for every contract of Calls that you sold, then your
position is considered “uncovered” or more commonly known as “naked.” This is an
apt description because as we’re going to see later, you open yourself up to unlimited
risk.
To net this out, when you sell a Call Option, your Options position is either going to be
“covered” (you have the spot currency to cover the position) or “uncovered/
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naked.” (you do not have the spot currency to cover) There are less-expensive
methods of “covering” a short Option, but they’re beyond the scope of this program.
Exercising your Call Option
Next point....when is someone going to “exercise” your short Call Option?
Only after expiration. To this point, all crypto Options are “European-settled” which
means that they cannot be exercised early if they are in the money. This is a big relief
for those that are used to the “American” settlement process which can produce some
nasty surprises with overnight settlements prior to expiration.
Being exercised on a short call depends on whether your broker is doing Cash
Settlement (Deribit) or Physical Settlement (LedgerX).
With Cash Settlement, you just pay the diﬀerence between the actual price in the
money vs. the strike price that you sold. If the price is BELOW your strike price, you
walk away with no action from the broker.
With Physical Settlement, if your short Call Option is in the money at expiration, they
can assign you a SHORT Bitcoin position if you are “naked” or uncovered.
If you have a Naked Short Call position and you are exercised on the short Calls, then
this is usually an unwanted surprise because you have promised to sell 1 BTC per
contract of the underlying spot currency at the strike price of the Option. If you do not
have the spot currency to sell (uncovered), then your broker will loan you the spot to
sell and you will wake up to a short spot position in your account.
This is why I will state right here and now that you NEVER want to sell an uncovered or
“naked” Call Option.
Something to Think About
I want to plant this idea in your head right now. If we sold a Call Option out of the
money:
We would have little risk of exercise as long as the strike price of the Option stayed
out of the money.
We would receive cash for selling the Option at the very beginning of the trade.
You know that there is no Intrinsic value of the Option since it’s out of the money, so
therefore it’s all Time Value.
You know that time value erodes as a function of how close it is towards Expiration
day.
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You also know that once Expiration Day passes, your obligation is released.
With all of these facts in mind, can you see the potential here?
If you sell a Call Option and the strike price of the Option stays out of the money
past Expiration day, you get to keep the original cash that you received AND your
obligation is released, so there is no further follow-up on your part!
This is the very core of creating income with Options. You have sold a “wasting” asset,
and the time risk that we discussed when buying a Call Option...now becomes your
EDGE. Their weakness becomes your strength.
Much more on this concept shortly; some of the strategies that you’re about to learn
are built on this simple advantage.
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Summary on Selling Call Options
Instead of buying a Call Option to open a position, we can sell a Call Option to open
a new position.
When we sell a Call Option to open a position, we will be paid the selling price of
that Option and the cash will be deposited into our account.
Selling a Call Option creates an obligation that we agree to fulfill if called to do so,
which is called “being exercised;” we might have to Sell our spot to the exercising
buyer if we already have the spot (covered), or we might have a short spot position
created in our account if the short Call was naked (uncovered or unsecured).
Just like with buying a Call Option, depending on what strike price Call Option that
you buy, it will have diﬀerent amounts of Intrinsic Value and Time Value. “In the
money” Options will generally have more Intrinsic Value than Time Value, and “out
of the money” Options will have NO Intrinsic Value and all Time Value.
The ratio of how the value of the Call Option moves in relation to the underlying
asset is called the Delta of the Option, just as with the long Call Options.
The Time Value component of the Call Option erodes in an exponential fashion as
Expiration Day approaches. An Option’s “Time Value” component will become
equal to zero as expiration day comes to a close; this is an enormous benefit to
selling Call Options.
Short Options that have Intrinsic Value will become automatically exercised if you
hold them past Expiration day; in other words, if you have a short Call Option that is
In the Money and you hold it past Expiration, you can expect to be assigned short
spot currency, or be “called out” on the spot position of the underlying that you
already own.
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Tasks - Call Options
Here is your “homework” for this module.
❏ Set up a virtual trading account with your broker. If they do not oﬀer virtual trading,
then set up an unfunded account and learn to “paper trade” positions by noting
positions that you would want to take on paper.
❏ Enter a simulated long Call Option trade by buying an “at the money” front month
Call Option on BTC with your virtual account. Note the price of BTC when you bought
it, and what you paid for the Option. Hold it for one week and then sell it. Note the
closing price of BTC when you sold it. Did Bitcoin go up or down during this period?
Did the Call Option gain or lose value?
❏ (This exercise can be done at the same time as the above, however pick a diﬀerent
strike price to sell.) Enter a simulated short Call Option trade by selling an “out of the
money” front month Call Option on BTC with your virtual account. Note the price of
Bitcoin when you bought it, and what you sold the Option for. Hold it for one week and
then close the position by buying it back. Note the closing price of Bitcoin when you
closed it. Did Bitcoin go up or down during this period? Did the short Call Option gain
or lose value?
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Call Options Summary
Now we have a slightly diﬀerent perspective on Call Options; recall that we originally
defined a Call Option as “an Option to Buy.” That’s true if you purchase the Call Option,
but we also showed that by selling the Call Option, you might have to Sell spot
currency to someone.
We also discussed how most investors come across Call Options as a way to “lock in”
an asset price ahead of time, kind of like a “layaway” program....however few traders
use Options in that manner. We saw that the two most powerful ways to use Call
Options were:
• Buying Options as a Leveraged Proxy for a spot currency position
• Selling Options to earn income from a wasting asset
Another thing that we accomplished in this module was to introduce some new
terminology that we’ll use through the rest of this program, such as:
• Delta
• ITM or “In the Money”
• OTM or “Out of the Money”
We’re not yet ready to start trading Options yet, although most trade Options with
less background than you now have already been trading them, and probably
contributing to others’ accounts. We need to see the other type of Option available to
us; I think you’d agree that life is easier if you have both left and right hands available
to you. We need to understand and use Put Options just as well as we use Call Options
so that we can take advantage of market edge wherever it’s available. The next
module will focus on Put Options....
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